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CLUTCHES 
NEEDFOR YOU

COMMERCIAL VEHICLES
SOURCE FROM 

ALL





PRIVILEGE OF SUPPLYING ALL NEEDS FOR COMMERCIAL 
VEHICLES FROM A SINGLE POINT WITH RANTECH!
RANTECH offers its partners a business model which supplies all of the needs in a single delivery instead of working with 
different suppliers for each need. Supplying sector specific products for every need with fast delivery, warranty, superior 
quality and affordable prices, RANTECH minimizes the costs via control from a single center. RANTECH minimizes logistics 
and operational needs and eliminates quality related problems.

PRIVILEGES OF RANTECH
Product Variety
Offers a great variety of products which addresses your needs in any category.
Fair Pricing Policy 
RANTECH offers solutions to the sector not only with unit prices for sector specific product and service variety but also 
for minimizing the overall costs with the added value it offers. It develops the best prices and the most affordable cost 
structure continuously with its powerful procurement infrastructure which follows the market prices and sectoral changes 
continuously and offers its customers long-term cost minimization opportunities.
Customer Satisfaction
RANTECH adopts a customer-oriented operation principle with a team of experts and after-sales support.
Quality
RANTECH owns a wide network of manufacturers which are specialist in their field for each spare part and perform high 
quality production.
Quick Delivery
RANTECH supplies the product quickly and delivers them right on time thanks to its powerful logistics infrastructure.
Continuous Development
RANTECH owns a powerful information technologies infrastructure for updating the model numbers and extending the 
product range.



DISC 
RANTECH offer you organic facing and 
rigid or pre-damper hub type clutch discs 
which between 
215mm - 430mm diameter.

COVER ASSEMbLIES
RANTECH offer you to two main type 
cover assemblies that are cast iron housing 
and steel pressed housing between 
215mm - 430mm diameter. Cast iron 
housing cover assemblies with lever or 
diaphragm type and push type. Steel 
pressed housing cover assemblies with 
diaphragm type and pull or push type.

KITS 
Complete set include disc, cover 
assemblies and release bearing.



RELEASE bEARING
RANTECH high-quality clutch release 
bearings are protective mechanisms 
which minimize vehicle failures. 
RANTECH has pull and push type 
release bearings.

REPAIR KIT 
RANTECH can provide you
all kinds of components
related clutches.



HIGH PERFORMANCE, DURABLE,
RELIABLE CLUTCHES
RANTECH commercial vehicles clutches are manufactured using durable premium 
materials. We can source you high performance, durable, reliable clutches.
RANTECH commercial vehicle clutches are produced with latest technology 
and environmental standards. The clutches that we supply from our approved 
manufactures holding ISO/TS 16949:2009, ISO 9001:2008, ISO 14001:2004 and OHSAS 

WIDE RANGE OF CLUTCHES
  

VOLVO, SCANIA, RENAULT TRUCKS, IVECO, DAF, FORD, PEUGEOT, MITSUBISHI, BMC,
OTOKAR, CHRYSLER and other commercial vehicle brands.
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